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Imperfect Competition in Multiproduct Food
Industry: A Case of Pear Processing
long-Wen Wann

I . . Introduction
Evidence on food industry market structure suggests that many food product
markets are not perfectly competitive (Connor et aI., Just and Chern, Schroeter).
Many food processing industries comprise relatively few processors who purchase a
raw farm product from many local producers and transform it usually into multiple
product forms and then sell to a number of consumers. Such an industry structure
may result in imperfect competition on both the buying and selling sides of the
market. Attendant impacts include distorting the farm-retail margins for food, thus
affecting the welfare of both farmers and consumers.

This study attempts

to

improve understanding of market behavior in food

processing by developing and estimating a generalized market model of farm-retail
price spread determination that reflects the key structural characteristics of agricultural markets. The model assumes the existence of identifiable raw product input
market and allows for multiple processed product output markets and for imperfect
competition in both the output markets and raw product input market.

A key feature of the model is its ability to distinguish input market power

(1)
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from output market power based on the assumption that there exists a perfectly
competitive "benchmark" processed product form. The marketing margin for the
benchmark product can be used to estimate input market (oligopsony) power.
Oligopoly power in the other processed product markets can be estimated by comparing the margin for these products with the margin for the benchmark product.

The California pear processing industry was chosen for application of the
conceptual model. Estimation results indicate that this industry has exercised market power in both its farm input market and the markets for canned pears and fruit
cockatil.

IT ' Previous Work
Prior to 1980 analyses of market power in the food industries were generally
based upon the structure-conduct-performance paradigm pioneered by Bain. These
studies ususally involved interindustry analyses of profitability of price-cost margins
as functions of concentration ratios and other structural measures. This work is
aptly summarized in Connor et al. Modern variations on this theme specify models
to explain price (not profits) as a function of market structure variables and usually
focus on the behavior of single industry. Recent studies by Cotterill (Vermont grocery retailing) and McDonald

(rail shipping) illustrate this approach. The present

study is in the evolving tradition of what has become known as NEIO, the new
empirical industrial organization (Bresnahan). NEIO studies usually focus on a single industry and involve econometric estimation of firm or industry marginal cost
and conduct parameters. A cornerstone methodology of the NEIO analyzes firm or
industry conduct through the estimation of conjectural elasticities. In a model with
quantity-setting firms, these esalticities are computed as (J '", (:;]Qjdq') (q;jQ) , where
Q denotes industry output, and q' is output by the i' b firm in the industry. When

given a literal interpretation (J i is said to measure the firm's expectation of the
(2)
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percentage industry output change in response to its own output change.

The initial applications of the conjectural variations framework were concerned exclusively with oligopoly power and included studies by Gollop and
Roberts, Appelbaum (1979, 1982), and Roberts. The fundamental approach to these
studies involved estimating fJ; (or an industry-wide counterpart) as part of a system
model consisting of consumer demand and firm or industry supply and factor demand behavior derived from profit maximization conditions.

As noted, the structural characteristics of many raw agricultrual product
markets also suggest the possible exercise of oligopsony power by handlers. For example, due to the bulkiness and perishability of many raw products, transportation
cost considerations dictate that raw product markets are geographically local or regional in scope and, hence, more highly concentrated than comparable markets for
the finished products. The conjectural variations framework was first extended to
consider the joint exercise of oligopoly power in Schroeter's analysis of the U.S.
beef industry. An important limitation of Schroeter's analysis was the assumption
that conduct as measured by the conjectural elasticity was identical in the raw
product (input) and processed product (output) markets. This same restrictions applies to the extension of Schroeter's work to the multi-product case (beef and pork)
by Schroeter and Azzam.

The technical reasons for Schroeter's and Schroeter and Azzarn's identical
conjecture assumption are worth noting. Within the dual cost function framework
introduced into this field by Appelbaum, behavior in individual input markets cannot be distinguished unless the cost function is made separable in some of the inputs through invoking a fixed proportions assumption on the production technology.
This assumption, however, makes it impossible in the Schroeter and Azzam formulations to distinguish behavior in the input market from the output market, Le., the
conjectural elasticities are necessarily the same.
(3)
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ill "TheModel
The goal of this study is to extend the methodologies describled above to
permit the analysis of market power in both multiple processed product and raw
product markets without imposing identical input and output market conduct for
processing firms. The model developed in this section accomplishes this objective by
adopting the cost function specification of technology and invoking two key assumptions that are reflective of many agricultural product industries: (1) fixed
proportions exist between raw and processed product(s), and (2) at least one product market can serve as a competitive benchmark.

Assume that a hypothetical food manufacturing industry processes a homogeneous farm product R. The farm input may be processed into multiple forms q '"
(qj>"..ql)' which may be sold in imperfectly competitive markets. Each of the product
forms requires the material input in a fixed proportation, i.e., qj",rjRj, j=l, ...., k,
where r J is the coefficient converting R j amount of material input into qj level of
the

i"

output.

The model is developed for the general case of k processed forms with the
market for product 1 designated as the competitive benchmark. A representative
firm's profit function is

(1)

k

n; =P,I",R 1 +::E
PJ.(Qj,Q 2' ••••• ,Q k)r.R;
- C'(q,'I , •••• , q k'i W m' F) - w'(R' ,L(R; ) )R; ,
J=2
J
J
k

R;=::ER i
,

J

where PI is the parametric output price for product 1,
the industry output of product form j, PJ (

·

),

q,

j = 2,...,k, represents

j = 2,....,k, is the industry inverse de-

mand function for product form j, and R' is the total amount of the farm input
used by the i [h firm in processing. Given that processing inputs are assumed to be
(4)
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nonsubstitutable for the raw product, processing costs, represented by C(q j',...,q:, W m'

F) where W", is a vector of variable input prices and F is a vector of fixed input
quantities, are separable from raw product costs. These latter costs are modelled in
a spatial market framework (Greenhut, Norman, and Hung, Sexton), where the raw
product input price paid by the i'b firm, w', depends upon its level of purchases, R' ,
and its market radius, L', which, in turn, depends upon R i and rivals' reactions to
the i'l< firm's behavior,

The decision probelm for the i'b processor is to determine the optimal allocation for the alternative uses of the raw farm product, i.e., to choose R';, j = 1,...,k
in order to maximize (1). The first order condition for the benchmark product, qj =
r.R l' can be rearranged to yield the following relative price-spread formulation:
fj(P I - CI )

-

Wi

Ri

(2)

dw'
- - = 17

w:

w'

Wi.RP

dR'

where C, ,denotes marginal costs for processing the benchmark product form.
Equation (2) states that the relative markup after adjusting for processing costs for
the competitive benchmark product equals the firm's perceived total t1exibility of
raw product price with respect to its volume of raw product purchases. Through
total differentiation, the flexibility, 17

(3)

17

wi.Ri ", f; wi.Ri

W

i.R'

,

is shown in Sexton to be expressable as

+ 17 wi.li + 17 u.u

where e." ,R' = (~w'/dRi)(R '/w ') is growers' price t1exibiIity of supply
raw product, s

cc ,

u

=

", (dL' jdR')(R 'Ie) measures the response

of the firm's market area to its change in output. Sexton shows that e w i.u
u.R'

the

(dW'/dLi ) (L' /w,) measures the response of the firm's mill

price, w', to its market radius, and 17 '"'"

all cases and that n

for

(0 in

is the key determinant of competitiveness in the raw prod-

(5)
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=

E:,., ,J';

,

the growers' supply flexibil-

ity, and processing firms can act as rnonopsonists within their market areas (Green,
Norman, and Hung). 17 '"i... = 0 corresponds to the competitive case. That is the
firm perceives no effect from its purchase quantity, R' on the raw product price, w ',
it pays. Thus, in general, 17 ,., 'R, E [0, s ",.R,

].

The first-order conditions to (1) for the k-I nonbenchmark product forms
can be arranged in elasticity form to yield the following relative price-spread formulations:

(4)

------- =

17 "".R, -

p~~

J

B i J [71 ',.Q, +

i ::. 71 ,m'Q;]

m::#=i

J

+---w'

In (4)

71 Pj,OJ

is the inverse market demand elasticity (price flexibility) for

product form j, j=2,..., k,

o, = (dQ/dqi)(q'qJ/ Q) is the i

lb

firm's quantity conjec-

tural elasticity for product j, j = 2,...,k. If an output market is competitive, a change
in the firm's output level wiII not induce any net change in market quantity; hence,

e~

= 0, which is the case for the benchmark product. In contrast to perfect com-

petition, () i j

,

is unity for a pure monopoly (qi j = Q l

).

Therefore, B ~

Eo

[0,1], and

its value can be estimated empirically for testing market structure. Notice in the
multiproduct case that the effect of ()' j' on the price spread depends not only on
the own price flexibility, 17
ties, 17

Pm,Oj

,

Pj OJ ,

but also on the share-weighted cross price flexlbili-

m'* j.

The final set of terms in (4) measure cross price effects, i.e., the manner in
which production changes for product j influence production of other product
forms s =f::. j. In particular, S', is the firm's revenue share for product j and 17 pm,O,

(6)

,

is

-127a cross price flexibility measuring the price response of product form m to a change
in production of product form s, Finally, the

B'.j

= (~QJ~ q i;)(qijQ,) are cross-

product conjectural elasticities which, interpreted literally, measure the i Ih firm's expectation of the percentage response of output in product form s due to a percentage change in its output of product form j.

To evaluate behavior for the nonbenchmark products relative to the benchmark merely requires substituting (2) into (4) to obtain:

s.

(5)

- - - - - - (J
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[

,

S'.

k
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s=2

S'.

7/

P.,a,

(J ,j>

PJ,Dj

+!-.-7/r..J
.,oj

s',

)

j=2,.....k.

,,oj

J

Equation (5) indicates that after adjusting for processing cost differentials, markups
of nonbenchmark products over the benchmark are due to oligopoly in

the non-

benchmark markets as measured by the last two sets of terms on the right-hand side

of (5).
Notice that in the presence of imperfect competition, consideration of impacts among multiple processed products is likely to raise the price spread. In particular, most processed products from a given raw product arc likely to be substitutes, so

7/

Pm.Oj

< 0 in (5). Moreover, if higher output and,

hence, lower prices for

a given product j results in greater output of competing product forms, () i"

>

0,

causing the second term in brackets in (5) to be negative and also contribute to a
greater margin.

(7)
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Equations (2) and (5) together provide a complete base for testing the presence of competitive behavior/market power of processing firms in both the input
and output markets. The processor possesses market power in the raw product
market if the hypothesis

H, : 1] ,"i,Ri

=

0

is rejected. The presence of imperfect competition in the nonbenchmark output
market can be examined by testing the hypothes i s

H; :

e; =

0, j

=

2,....,k.

Aggregation Issues
Some application of the conjectural elasticity methodology have utilized
cross-sectional, firm-level data (Gollop and Roberts, Roberts). This type of data
will most often be unavailable, however, and analyses must proceed with time series
data aggregated to the industry level (Appelbaum 1980, Schroeter, and Azzarn, Azzam and Pagoulatos). The application to pear processing in this study is facilitated
by the availability of time series cost data calculated as a weighted average across
firms in the industry for each year. (The data are discussed in detail later in the
paper.) Therefore, empirical results in this paper may be interpreted to apply directly to the behavior of an average firm in the industry--the interpretation preferred
by Bresnahan (p.1030 ).

Most application will, however, have to proceed with aggregate data, and it
is useful, therefore, to consider the problems presented by aggregation in the multiproduct case. It is well known that for cost and factor demand functions to be
(8)

well-defined at the industry level it is necessary that the firm-level cost functions be
of the Gorman Polar form (Appelbaum) with constant and identical marginal cost
but fixed costs which may vary among firms. A further assumption necessary in the
multiple products case is nonjointncss in production (Hall), which implies that the
marginal costs for a given product j are unaffected by the production level of other
products i::t: j. For example, see Schroeter and Azzam equation (11).

The remaining aggregation problem in the multiple products model concerns
interpretation of the conjectural elasticities. In the case when firms produce homogeneous products and, hence, face identical prices and have identical marginal costs,
optimizing behavior compels that ex post firms' conjectures are identical. Because
aggregation of cost to the industry level entails assuming constant and identical
marginal costs across firms, as in Schroeter and Azzarn and Azzam and Pagoulatos,
the assumption of identical conjectures in equilibrium is achieved at no additional
cost in generality.

N ' The California Pear Processing Industry
The California pear processing industry reflects prototypical structural characteristics of modern food processing; a large number of pear growers (over 1,100
in 1987) sell their products to relatively few pear processors, who transform raw
pears into various processed forms including grade pack pears (25-40% of total
production), fruit cocktail (40-60% of total production), mixed fruits, fruit salad,
baby food and juiced pear products. In California, the Bartlett has been and continues to be the dominant variety of pear produced. Since the Bartlett is the primary variety of pear used in processing, the following discussion and empirical
analysis will focus on this variety. California produced nearly 65% of the U.S.
Bartlett pear supply in the 1980s, followed by Washington and Oregon with average
contributions of 26 and 13 percent, respectively. For previous work on the U.S.
(9)
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pear industry see O'Rourke and Masud and the references contained therein.

In California, pear processing is handled either by cooperatives or independent firms. Most of the processors are multiple product canners, often packing both
pear halves and fruit cocktail. The number of pear processors in California has decreased from 26 firms in the early 1950s to 11 in the late 1980s. Presently, about
two-thirds of California's canning pear tonnage is processed by two cooperatives.
Most of the remaining one-third is purchased by three private firms (one of which
is dominant) with the other six firms constituting a fringe which processes substantially smaller amounts for either baby food, frozen pears, or nectar.
The domestic market has been the primary outlet for U.S. canned pear
products. Foreign sales now accout for less than 1.0% of total grade pack pear
movement. Annual exports of canned fruit cocktail have accounted for 10-20% of
the total movements since World War II. Limited quantities of fresh pears have
been imported into the U.S. annually, mainly to supplement domestic supplies during March-June, the off season for domestic pears.

For purpose of empirical analysis the California pear industry was assumed
to produce three product forms, fresh pears, canned pears, and canned fruit cocktail, since the other product forms are of minor importance. The market for fresh
pears was considered to competitive benchmark market. California fresh Bartletts
have been marketed by a relatively large number of handlers (over 20 packing
houses in 1989), and none has had a dominant position in shipping fresh Bartletts.

v " Empirical Specification
The empirical model of the industry includes three sectors which jointly
specify the three key behavioral relationships in the pear industry: growers' raw
(10)
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product supply, market demand for processed products and the relative margins
separating raw pear prices from prices for the end uses. Time series data were collected for the years 1950-1986.

Growers' Supply
Variables used to explain intertemporal variations in Bartlett pear acreage (
BA) were similar to those specified in the work on acreage response for the perennial crops (French and King, French and Willet):

where w; is the average mill price received by California Barrtlett pear growers, RU
is the cash return to pear bearing acreage, DR is a dummy variable indicating years
with serious pear decline ( a disease), and T is a time trend. Pear trees usually begin
bearing six years from planting, so current bearing acreage is assumed to depend on
the return of the seventh previous year. The reciprocal of e R.U is substituted into
(3) for the growers' supply price flexibility,

E ,., ,R'

Output Demand
As the analysis was conducted at processor level, the relevant industry demand functions are the wholesale demand for canned pear products at the shipping
point. Because export demand and government purchases have been very low relative to domestic consumption, they were treated as exogenous. The double-log inverse demand functions in (7) and (8) express the wholesale prices of canned pears
(Pr

)

and fruit cocktail (P,) as functions of quantities demanded for own product (

(11)
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o, or Q, ) and substitutes (Q, or Q ,,), u.s. per capita income (Y), beginning stocks
(PINV or CINV) and a time trend (T70) beginning in 1970 to capture the change
in canned fruit consumption since the early 1970s (French and King):

(8 l lnPct "' d20 + 77 pC.QLInOct. +.,.,
., pc OpInQ pt + d 21InCINVt + d"lnY t + d"T70 t

'

Marketing Margins
In addition to raw pc:ars, labor (L), sugar (S), and canning material (M)
were assumed to be the variable inputs used in pear processing and capital stock (
K) was assumed to be a fixed factor in the short run. Marginal processing costs are
not observable directly but can be derived from the processing cost function (C},
Given that substitution elasticities in pear processing are believed to be Iowa pri
ori,

the generalized Leontief multiproduct cost function, known to perform well

when substitution elasticities are low (Guilkey, Lovell, and Sickles), was chosen:

(9)

3

3

3

I

J

m

3

::.

2

3

2

2

j

•

i

j

, ,
+ 2: f3 ,w, + f3 kK + TREND Z Z f3 iT,qiwm + TREND Z J3 i11< q jK,
i

where

i,j indicate

outputs

•

P (canned

pears)

(12)

and C (fruit cocktail), and m,S
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indicate variable processing inputs L, M, and S. A time trend is added to C, to
serve as an indicator of technical change and to allow for variations in marginal
cost over time. The symmetry restrictions, (J .,m,

= (J J,m, for all i,j, and (J ,jm, = (J IJ=

for all m,S are imposed a priori. In addition, restrictions associated with output nonjointness,(J

pOOH

=

0 for all m,s,f3

pm'

=

0 for all m, and/3 pc' = 0 are also imposed.

Marginal cost functions for grade pack pears and canned fruit cocktail are obtained
by differentiating C, with respect to q, and q, respectively. Input demand functions
for the variable inputs can also be obtained from (9) via Shephard's lemma. For
example, the labor input demand function is as follows:
~O)

XL'

=

q,,13 ppl.l. + 2q,J/3 pP[.M(wUt/ W Lt )1I2
+ /3 ppLJW,JWLt)ll7. + 13 ppL< (KJwLt)]
+ g,JJ' ,eLL + 2get [P' eeLM(W uJW Lt t

2

+ 13 eet.s(w,JwL,)ll2 + /3 cclk (K,jwLt ) ]

+ 13 L + g,,;.J,11. TRENDt + getS,TLTRENDt •

Cost for fresh pear packing were estimated separately since the production
process for fresh pear packing differs fundamentally from that for canning pears.
Labor and packing materials are the two principal inputs used for packing fresh
pears. The cost function for fresh packing was also defined as a generalized Leontief because packing labor and material arc not likely to be good substitutes:

where

wF L and wFm are the wage rate for packing house

workers

and

the

price for pear packing material, respectively. Capital stock is not included as an input because fresh packing requires very little capital equipment. From (11) the
marketing margin for the benchmark fresh pears at time t can be stated explicitly in
(13)
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price-dependent form as follows:

a2l

PF,

=

[fj' FLLWFL. + fj' FMMwFM' + 2fj' FLM(wFuwFMY/2] +

+ w.[l +

C "'.R

+

£

".L TJ L.R]!r F'

where PF is the f.o.b. wholesale price for fresh Bartletts. Equation (12) is the em
pirical analog of (2) for the benchmark product. The price flexibility of supply, s
in (12) is restricted to be the inverse of
while e

'0 ,L

€ R,'"

W ,

R

in (6), the grower supply function,

was treated as a parameter to be generated within the system estimation.

Among the hypotheses to be tested are that cooperative processors and a cooperative
bargaining association have had a procornpetitive effect on the raw

pear input

market. To formulate these tests, the spatial market conjectural elasticity, TJ L,R was
specified as a linear function of variables to reflect the cooperatives' and bargaining
association's involvement over time in the market:

a3)

TJ LRt = gu + g,BGA t + g,MO t + g,C059 t + g,C072 t + g;C078 t + g,C081 t•

where BGA is the percentage of pears marketed annually through the pear bargaining association, MO is a dummy variable reflecting the presence of federal marketing order for processed Bartletts since 1967, and the four "CO" variables are indicators to ret1ect those years that cooperatives have gained significant market
share in the pear market.
From (9) the price-dependent margin equation for grade pack pears is :

a41

P" = /3ppLLWL, + /3ppM"W Ht + /3pp"w" + /3ppkK, + /3pTL TREND,wL, +

/3PTMTREND,WHt + /3pT,TRENDtw,,+ /3pTkTRENqK, +
2/3PPLM(WltWM,)'/l + 2;3 ppdWc.w"t) '/1 + 2/3 ppu (wltK,)'/' +
2

2/3PPMiw H'W,,) '/' + 2;3"Mk (wH.K/ / + 2/3 pp,.(wstK)'/2 +
(rF!rp)~ PFt - ( /3 FLLWFLt + /3 FMMWF He + 2/3 '-LM(wFLtwF HJ'/2

{1 + op[ 1] "OP + (SjS,~ 1] p"o,] f
(14)

t/
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where S, and S, denote the cocktail and pear sales share, respectively. Apart from
the inclusion of an additional term to represent the per unit cost of other fruits
(peaches, grapes, cherries, and pineapple) used in fruit cocktail, the fruit cocktai margin equation is similar to (14) and is ommited for brevity. Equation (14) is
the empirical analog of (5).
Own and cross price flexibilities, 1] pi 01 and 1]

pj.O,

are obtained from the in-

verse output demands in (7) and (8), and () p represents the grade pack pear output market conjectural cIasiticity. To simplify the estimation equations, the cross
conjectural elasticities,

() <,j

,

for processed pear products were omitted from the

margin equations, i.e., they were effectively assumed to be zero. Justification for
this simplification is provided by Schroeter and Azzam's work, where the cross
product conjectures for beef and pork were found to be very small statistically insignificant.

VI " Data
Data used in estimating the model for the period 1950-1986 were obtained
from a number of sources and are discussed in detail in Wann. Farm production
data on bearing acreage, average yield, and quantity of raw pears utilized for processing, fresh sales, and residual uses were obtained from the California Agricultural Statistics Services (CASS) . The mill price (w) was the average annual price
paid to growers and was also availabe from the CASSo

Domestic f.o.b. prices for grade pack pears and fruit cocktail were available
from Kuzncts and from the private label f.o.b, prices published by the American
Institute of Food Distribution. Data on the total pack produced, movement and inventory (PINV, CINV) were obtained from the California League of Food Pro-

cessors.
(15)
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The primary data source for the processing cost function was the annual cost
study of the pear processing industry conducted by the accounting firm, Touche
Ross & Co. Total costs per standard case of grade pack pears and fruit cocktail
were decomposed by type of processing inputs and services, including production
and warehouse labor, raw product, cans, labels, cases, sugar, energy, and water as
variable inputs. Because the cost of energy and water was negligible, variable inputs
for pear processing were considered to be labor, canning material, and sugar. The
input prices used were the July, August, and September average wage rate for fruit
processing for we> the wholesale price of sugar for w, , and the combined costs of
cases, cans, and labels per case for

WM •

The quantity of fixed capital stock was calculated based on the perpetual inventory method by using average annual investment expenditures on depreciation,
repairs, rent, and factory supplies reported in the Touche Ross annual studies. The
wholesale prices of fresh bartletts at San Francisco published by the Federal-State
Market News Service were used as the f.o.b. price, PF, for fresh pears. Packing cost
data for fresh pears were collected from the California Tree Fruit Agreement.

VH " Empirical Estimation and Results
The empirical model for the California pear industry described above contains 10 stochastic equations and 62 parameters. These include equations (6)-(8), (
10)-(12), (14) , plus the fruit cocktail margin equation and two additional processing input demand functions. Each equation was assumed to be associated with an
additive error to capture unexplained factors. The stochastic nature of the margin
equations was assumed due to errors in optimization.

To accommodate the large number of parameters to be estimated and at(16)

-137tend ant multicolinearity problems, the acreage supply function, (6),and the wholesale demand functions, (7) and (8), were estimated separately from the rest of the
equation system (Gollop and Roberts,

Schroeter and Azzam,

Azzam and

Pagoulatos). Estimates for (6) were obtained using OLS, while (7) and (8) were estimated jointly using maximum likelihood estimation. The margin equations, fresh
packing cost function, and input demand functions were estimated as a system using FIML. The errors in this equation system were assumed

to

be jointly normally

distributed with mean zero and nonsingular variance-covariance matrix. A firstorder autoregressive parameter was added to the system to adjust for serial correlation.
Equation (15) provides OLS estimation results for the acreage response
function.

a5)

InBA,

=

+ 0.02911nw, +

"0.680
(.428)

0.9661nBAt-J - 0.015InRU t _7

(0.031)

(0.071)

(0.008)

+ 0.307In(Rq)' - O.03OlnDRt-] - 0.0004T,
(0.158)

(0.015)
R'

=

(0.0005)

0.93.

Standard errors are indicated in par cnthesis. The short-run elasticity of sup ply,
€

R.'"

=

0.029 is small as expected since a high price in the current period is like-

ly to have only a small effect on orchard removal decisions. This inelastic supply Implies price t1exibility of s '".R

=

1/

e R.'''

= 34.0.

Other estimated coefficients in the

acreage response equation all had the anticipated effects.
Estimated parameters and asymptotic standard errors for the wholesale demand functions are presented in equations (16) and (17):

a6)

InP pt

=

1.791 - 0.500lnQ" - 0.2141nQ"
(0.264)

(0.100)

(0.010)

(1.133)

+ 0.5711nYt + 0.002T70,
(0.109)

- 0.0051nPINVt

(0.006)

(17)
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InPct = 1.234 - 0.3421nO" - 0.1271nQ,t- 0.004InCINV.
(0.216) (0.115)

(0.086)

(0.008)

+ 0.430lnY, + 0.011T70.
(0.090)

(0.005)

Based on the estimates of the own price flexibilities, e pp,Op

=

-0.5 and c p',O'

-0.342, canned pears and fruit cocktail both have elastic demands. The negative

cross price flexibilities in the two inverse demand equations indicate that grade
pack pears' and fruit cocktail are substitutes as anticipated. Converting the income
flexibilities in (16) and (17) to elasticities yields estimated income elasticities of e OP.,
=

1.14 for canned pears and co,.,

=

1.26 for fruit cocktail. Thus both estimated

income elasticities are nearly unitary. This result suggests that the trend towards
greater consumption of fresh fruits relative to canned fruit is due to fundamental
taste and preference shifts rather than rising income levels over time.

The maximum likelihood parameter estimates and their respective standard
errors for the conjectural elasticities and the cost, input demand, and margin functions are reported in Table 1. The majority of the 44 estimated parameters in Table
1 are significantly different from zero at the 5% level. Many of insignificant parameters are cross product coefficients in the canning cost function and might be attributable to the limited substitution possibilities between the variable canning inputs. The monotonicity and concavity properties of the cost function are satisfied at
the sample means and for most of the observation points in both the estimated
fresh packing and processing cost functions.

The estimates for c'" .L , () p and (),were plausible and consistent with theory. A
negative and significant elasticity of the mill price to market radius, s.,

,L

= -10.42

was obtained. The output conjectural elasticities () p and ()" which measure the
degree of competition, both fell significantly into the [0,1] range. Thus, the hypotheses that the wholesale markets for grade pack pears and fruit cocktail have

(18)
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Nonlinear Full Information Maximum Likelihood Estimation Results

Parameter

Estimated
Coefficient

Asymptotic
Standard Error

Fresh Packing Cost Function :
0.26871 E-02"
0.59912E-02"
0.47312E-02"
0.42391
1.4596

PFLL
13FMM
13FLM
13FL
13FM

0.13920E-02

o.28492E-02
0.20076E-02
1.0223
2.4357

Canning Cost Function :

13 PL
13 PLM
13 PL5
13 PLK
13 pT L
13 CL

0.43727E-03
0.10535E-04
0.266 77E-04
0.65326E-05
0.13922E·04
0.31547"
0.81817E-03
0.70683E·02
0.68783E-02"
.68948E-02·
0.36753E-04
0.1396OE·05
0.82949E-06
0.2 7384E-05

P CLM
13 CLK
13 CTL

o

13 pM
13 pMS
13 PMK
13 pTM
13 CM
13 CMS

0.15617"
0.52299E-03
0.41109E·03"
0.12802E-02"
0.29320E-03
0.1113 7E-05

13 CMK
13 CTM
13ps
13PSK

13 PTS
13cs
13 CSK
13 CTS
13PK
13PTK
13CK
13CTK

0.17193E-04
0. 76756-01
0.88988E·04
0.39354E-02
0.12557E·Ol··
0.77703E-04"
0.31166E·Ol""
0.33852E-02" •

0.73 7 73E-03
0.70539E-05
0.19109)E·04
0.76296E-05
0.22018E·04
0.15063
0.20545E-02
0.4 79 78E·02
0.15837E-02
0.38831 E·02
0.58626E-04
0.87 773E·05
0.61740E.06
0.19058E-05
0.196'6E-Ol
0.22984E-02
0.18868:':-01
0.63946E-02
0.3880 7/::-03
0.'9077E-06
0.12464E·04
0.11910
0.21534E-03
0.38703E-02
0.7'649E-03
0.26089E·04
0.13676-02
0.4669 7E·03

Spatial Conjectural Elasticity function:
~

0.415'"
3.4548"'
3.8858""
0.77917"

w,L

go
gl
g2

1.5107 0 '
0.78089 ••

g3
g4

0.10515
0.23415·'

>;5
g6
Outpnt Conjectural Elasticities :

0.07603"
0.48221··

(jp
f) c

0.95109·'

pa
1
O 01 Ieve.,
"Significantly different from vero at.

0.99684
0.55041
0. 72909
0-33295
0.41120
0.22489
0.13155
0.08404
0.01333
0.02094
0.01555

"Significantly different From zero at 0.05 level.
-

ap is the first~ordcr autocDrrelatiDn coeHicient

(19)
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ondingly, a
been perfectly competitive Over the study period are rejected. Corresp
ly behavior
hypothesis that the industry had been characterized by collusive, monopo
pack pears,
would also be rejected. The estimated conjectural elasticity for grade
fruit cocktail, f), = 0.482,imf) p = 0.076, was considerably smaller than that for
than the grade
plying that the market for fruit cocktail has been less competitive
cocktail has
pack pear market. This finding is consistent with the fact that fruit
also been probeen packed exclusively in California, while grade pack pears have
grade pack pear
duced in Oregon and Washington, making the selling side of the
market less concentrated relative to that for fruit cocktail.
conGiven the estimates of the price flexibilities of demand and the output
after adjustjectural elasticities for grade pack pears and fruit cocktail, the markup
s relative to the
ing for processing cost differentials for the nonben chmark product
using (5). Given
benchmark can be estimated for each year of the sample period
the simplifying assumption that

f)

vi

=

0,

S

*- j,

the markup for canned pears be-

comes:
r.C, - r"C.
= - f)

markups

7/ pp.Qp +--7/ pc.QP)

S,

r'pp
The average

p(

over the sample period

as a percentage

of the pro-

fruit cocktail, recessed product prices were 7.1% and 19.7% for canned pears and
spectively.
on the
The hypothesis that cooperative have had a procompetitive effect
ents, g"...,g, asfarm product market can be analyzed by testing each of the coeffici
activity in the
sociated with the major historical changes in processing cooperatives'
negative and all
raw pear market. All of the estimated cooperative coefficients were
of Glorietta
statistically significant except g" which corresponds to establishment
all correspond
Foods in 1978. Because the indicator variables associated with g,-g,

(20)
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to growth in cooperatives' market position, these results imply that growth of cooperatives in the California pear processing industry did not enhance competition
among processors in purchasing raw pears and may actually have reduced farm input market competition. This result is consistent with predictions from Sexton's
theoretical model for the case when cooperatives have closed membership policies
as has been the usual practice for cooperatives in the California pear processing industry. The industry bargaining cooperatives, however, does appear to have enhanced competition since g 1 = 3.89 ( t

=

5.32).

Estimates of the spatial conjectural elasticities, 1] L.R

,

range from 2.7

to

5.2

over the sample period. The mean value is 3.9 (standard error = 0.7), leading to
rejection of the hypothesis that the raw pear market has been characterized by
monopsony (Loschian) behavior. However, the mean value of1]

GO

,R

(eq. (3)) was

1.46(standard error = 0.72), causing rejection also of the hypothesis that the raw
product market was on average competitive over the sample period.

VIII

~

Conclusions
Many agricultrual markets exhibit structural characteristics suggestive of 01-

gopoly power on the selling side and oligopsony power on the buying side of the
market. This paper has developed and estimated a model of farm price

spread

determination for these types of markets. A key feature of the model is its ability
to distinguish market power in the raw product input market from market power
in multiple processed product markets. The key to accomplishing this decomposition of market power is the assumption that there exists a competitive "benchmark"
processed product form that can be used to estimate oligopsony power based upon
the margin between the benchmark product price and the raw product price. Oligopoly power for each of the other processed forms is estimated by comparing the margin between its price and the benchmark price.
(21)
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Application of the model to the California pear industry revealed some
modest price enhancement above the competitive norm in both the canned pear
and fruit cocktail markets. The hypothesis of competition in the raw pear input
market was also rejected. Increases in the share of product handled by marketing
cooperatives did not appear to increase the competitiveness of the raw product
market.

Results derived from the case study of the California pear processing industry futher confirm the evolving perception that economists should give greater concern to the issue of market power possessed by food industry.
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